
Flex Beam Infrared LED Light Therapy Review
 

Recharge in 2020 released the globe's first targeted traffic signal therapy gadget that allows

people the ability to heal their bodies in the convenience of their houses. The business

released the item Flex Beam which is their initial product in their line of individual therapy

devices. 

 

The product makes use of red light therapy which is a trending healing choice that is clinically

verified to accelerate the body's healing procedure. In this Flex Beam of light red light review

you will find out just how the Flex Beam assists in the following ways: 

 

Eliminate pain 

Decrease swelling 

Repair cells 

Regain power 

Recover faster 

 

Contrast FlexBeam with prominent red light treatment tools on Amazon.com. Think About the

Traffic signal Therapy gadget by Hooga. It is an Amazon.com Option item that has nearly

200 customer evaluations and 78% of consumers provided the product 5 celebrities, click to

read testimonials!! 

 

Just How Does FlexBeam Work? 

 

As pointed out earlier FlexBeam utilizes red light therapy which promotes the body's all-

natural self-healing procedure. As you use the product to your body it beams red as well as

infrared light to the targeted area offering alleviation. 

 

The Flex Beam red light treatment has been shown to do the adhering to things: 

 

Increase blood circulation and oxygen 

Trigger the cell mitochondria to restore cells quicker 

Increase ATP manufacturing and also cellular charge to increase healing 

 

According to the video clip on theflexbeam web site Dr. Kim A Jobst specifies that everyone

has the capability to heal themselves. If you consider it, that is what we're doing 24 hr a day,

we're producing new cells, removing cells that are no more needed, we're recycling as well

as repairing constantly. 

 

Dr. Zulia Forst, Scientific Power Therapist also specifies that your body functions in a similar

means to a battery and also your wellness is identified by your capacity to receive and also

keep a cost. Light at certain wavelengths is verified to connect with the body in advantageous

means. 

 



What The Flexbeam Tool Includes 

 

The Flexbeam tool 

Charger device + 3 collections of body bands 

flexBeam thick skin travel case 

52 web page personal guide book 

Thirty days cash back assurance 

2 year guarantee 

Worldwide shipping 

 

Flex Light Beam Specs 

 

Synergistic Wavelengths - 2 infrared and 1 red LEd in each light covering (6x810-850nm,

3x625-635nm). 

http://wearegeneralnews.com/flex-beam-red-light-review/ Max Optical Power Density -

100mW/cm2 infrared light. 

60mW/cm2 traffic signal. 

Treatment programs - 3 presets with automated closure at the end of each 10 min program. 

Penetration depth - 0-2.5 cm red LED's, 0-10cm NIR LED's. 

Active Cooling - Constructed in follower system to manage temperature from bulbs. 

Battery - rechargeable lithium-ion battery lasting as much as 10x10 minutes sessions on a

single cost. 

 

Contrast FlexBeam infrared led light treatment with prominent red light treatment devices on

Amazon.com. Take Into Consideration the Traffic signal Therapy device by Hooga. It is an

Amazon Selection item that has almost 200 consumer testimonials as well as 78% of clients

offered the item 5 celebrities, click to review evaluations !! 

 

FlexBeam Rate. 

 

This product is available on the Flexbeam Indiegogo web site for a rate of around $399.

There are extra offers to purchase greater than one product for a discount OR purchasers

can obtain the VIP plans that include unique consultations with Dr Zulia Frost. 

 

With the layout of the FlexBeam and also it's transportability it can be utilized anytime,

anywhere. It is a beneficial tool by several athletes and also recommended by instructors.

Many thanks for reading this Flex Beam of light Traffic Signal Evaluation.
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